The technical design and performance of ultrafast computed tomography.
The ultrafast radiograph CT scanner utilizes a scanning electron beam and semicircular tungsten targets to produce a moving radiograph source about the patient, thus eliminating mechanical motion within the gantry. This design allows scan times as short as 50 or 100 ms, as well as two levels of image resolution. The short scan time reduces the effects of motion blurring and artifacts and provides the ability to obtain high-quality images of dynamic processes and rapidly moving organs. When utilized in the SS (high-resolution) mode, the UFCT scanner provides contiguous image acquisition through a patient volume at rapid speeds, yet maintains image quality comparable with conventional CT scanners. This technology provides extremely short exposure times, rapid acquisition of multiple slices, continuous scanning without concern for anode heat storage and dissipation, and the ability to image moving organs or flowing contrast media. Many clinical applications exist that exploit these unique features.